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Abstract. This paper shows a new approach to migrate a Flex based
Rich Internet Application (RIA) that is using the Cairngorm architec-
tural framework to HTML5. The migration has been done rewriting the
Cairngorm code, from ActionScript to Javascript and using the result as
super classes that have to be implemented by concrete Javascript classes.
The similarities between the original ActionScript and Flex code and the
resulting Javascript code help the developers in the migration process.
To overcome the problems that arise due to the fact that some multime-
dia features are not yet implemented in any browser -despite the HTML5
specification states that they will be in the future -, we have suggested
the use of minimal Flash widgets that communicate with their HTML
Wrapper page by means of the ExternalInterface API. Doing so, it will
be easy to replace these widgets with HTML5 objects whenever they are
implemented by major browsers.
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1 Introduction

HTML5 has evolved a lot since 2010, when Fraternali [8] stated that "for HTML5
to assume a central role in RIA development", it must ensure that "the complex
set of features embodying the new language have internal coherence and meet
RIA developers’ requirements". The waiting for that central role is almost over,
and that has led to strong movements in the RIA development market. In its
official blog, Adobe recently announced that they were to axe the development of
Flash Player for mobiles. Adobe will commit their efforts to improve development
tools for HTML5 application building because in the long-term, they “believe
HTML5 will be the best technology for enterprise application development" (see
[1])

HTML5 related technologies (comprising HTML, JavaScript and CSS) are
becoming increasingly capable of hosting RIA applications. Advances in expres-
siveness (e.g. Canvas), performance (e.g. VM and GPU acceleration in many
browsers) and application-related capabilities (e.g. offline storage, web workers)
will continue to evolve at a rapid pace. According to Adobe, in 3-5 years from
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now HTML5 might support the majority of use cases where Flash/Flex is used
today. A strong and educated opinion being Flash a major player in the RIA
development arena (with a huge market penetration when comparing with the
alternatives: Adobe Flash 96%, JavaFX 76%, Microsoft Silverlight 68%, as the
StatsOwl website shows [15])

2 From Flex to HTML5

In this paper, we promote the idea that it is convenient to migrate as soon as
possible to an HTML5 environment to take advantage of the broad adoption
of this technology and be prepared for a complete migration when all browsers
implement the specifications fully. It is not merely a refactoring, because we
do not want to “factor out” new abstractions by applying small changes to the
source code of an application that preserves its behaviour ([12]). We are propos-
ing a whole re-engineering of the code - but maintaining the architecture and
internal classes’ responsibilities - , that allows us to migrate a Flex-Cairngorm
based RIA called Babelium to a combination of HTML5, Javascript and CSS.
Flex offers an application framework built upon ActionScript code to develop
Rich Internet Applications. When compiled, Flex code generates a Flash binary
object. Cairngorm is an implementation of several design patterns that form a
lightweight architectural framework for Flex applications.

Of course, there are some model-driven development solutions that allow de-
velopers to build, refactor and reengineer RIA applications, (see [13] and [11]).
Once applied, we achieve a good model for operating and reasoning upon. But
yet, there is a final problem to solve: how to generate the original Flex’s equiv-
alent in HTML5 code? And what if the Flex application already follows a good
architectural framework (as Cairngorm) and uses design patterns? Taking ad-
vantage of the fact that many Flex RIAs have been built using the Cairngorm
framework, in this paper we propose a way to migrate such applications to an
HTML5 environment.

To show the feasibility of this approach, this paper will describe how it has
been applied to a real scenario, BabeliumProject.com, where a migration from
Flex to HTML5 was needed.

There is no silver bullet. While the HTML5 standard specifies many mul-
timedia related features, there is no browser that has fully implemented all of
them. For example, as of this writing, it is impossible to stream or record web-
cam generated content using only HTML5, as the standard specifies ([17]), even
though there are engineers working hard in the WebRTC implementation ([19])
to achieve this milestone. So it is compulsory to offer a temporary hybrid solu-
tion that mixes a pure HTML5 solution with Flash based widgets where there
is no alternative.
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3 Flash to HTML5 migraton strategies and applications

Currently, several applications exist offering various Flash to HTML5 migra-
tion capabilities. Their main objective is the automation of the process: having
the source code of a Flash program or directly using the binary file (SWF for-
mat) they try to generate an equivalent one using only HTML5. The following
overview briefly discusses these applications and their approaches.

3.1 Translating ActionScript to Javascript

Adobe Wallaby. "Wallaby" is the codename for an experimental technology
that converts the artwork and animation contained in Adobe R© Flash R© Pro-
fessional (FLA) files into HTML5. Although there are a lot of features missing
([18]), it is a good starting point for Flash designers that want to have a first
scaffolding version of their work in HTML5.

Jangaroo. Jangaroo’s compiler ([10]) translates a subset of ActionScript 3 into
JavaScript 1.5, which is understood by all major browsers. It is an open source
application that adds Javascript constructions to simulate a subset of Action-
Script 3 features that are not natively available, like classes, packages, private
members, and static typing.

FalconJS. FalconJS is an experimental MXML and ActionScript to HTML
and JavaScript cross-compiler, built upon Falcon [7], the future compiler of Flex
applications. Falcon parses ActionScript source code and creates an abstract
syntax tree (AST), which gets reduced to byte code that can be interpreted
by an ActionScript Virtual Machine (AVM2) like the Flash Player. FalconJS
replaces the byte code generator with a JavaScript generating backend. As of
today it is only an internal prototype but it seems to be the way to go for Adobe.

3.2 Interpreting Flash binary files (SWF) in Javascript

This approach consists of virtual machines implemented in JavaScript that inter-
pret the same byte code as the Flash plug-in does. As of today, Google’s Swiffy
[16] and Gordon [9] simulate only a very old and limited version of the Flash
player virtual machine (version 8).

3.3 Reverse engineering

Using Sothink’s SWF to HTML5 reverse engineering tool, it is possible to gen-
erate the HTML5 equivalent of a SWF binary file. But, as of today it is only
suitable for converting very simple SWF animations, without any interaction
that requires Javascript.
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None of the solutions take advantage of the fact that Flex applications might
be written using an architectural framework. In those cases, we advocate for
the idea that it will be very interesting and useful to have a similar framework
already translated to HTML5, thus easing the process of the migration for the
developers, that will feel the new environment very similar to the original Flex
application.

4 A real scenario to migrate: Babelium Project

BabeliumProject.com is a rich internet application to practice oral language in
a collaborative way, developed by the research group GHyM of the University
of the Basque Country (UPV/EHU). Babelium allows users to display video-
recorded conversations, usually involving 2 or 3 people, in Spanish, English and
Basque in this beta stage.

The usual workflow is as follows: once viewed one of the videos, the user
can choose to take the role of one of the characters and perform the associated
dubbing (Figure 1). That is, after selecting the role you want to dub, the video
will start playing until the time for the selected role comes, at which point
Babelium will record the user’s voice (via the microphone and, if the user wishes,
also the image of her webcam). Just as in real life, you have a limited time-frame
to respond, exactly the same amount of time taken by the role of character in
the original video. When the user completes the dubbing of the conversation,

Fig. 1: A user practicing her oral skills with Babelium

she will have the chance of reviewing her work. When the user determines that
the recording is ok, she will upload it to the server so that it will be available
to be evaluated by other users. The evaluation is done collaboratively, e.g. , if
the recording was done in Basque, Basque knowledgeable users will have the
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chance to judge the user’s performance. This assessment may also include text
comments and/or video-comments.

The collection of videos available on Babelium covers various levels of diffi-
culty, following the nomenclature of the European Framework of Reference for
Languages (A1, A2, B1, B2, C1), used in several language schools.

Moreover, although Babelium has videos already available in Basque and
English, anyone can upload their own creations, in any language.

On the other hand, besides serving as a tool for practicing oral language skills,
the users can also use it to improve their listening comprehension of a language,
using the "Subtitle" module. When a new video is uploaded to Babelium, users
are able to subtitle it in a collaborative way, through an editor created for this
job that is fully integrated into the application.

5 The Cairngorm Framework

In this paper, we mention two types of frameworks, application and architec-
tural. Application frameworks (like Flex) provide a rich set of classes that allow
developers to assemble interactive, easy-to-use applications, while architectural
frameworks (like Cairngorm) "provide a defined structure that an application is
built around, but generally do not add functionality to it" ([20])

Although there are several frameworks to help developers build complex,
enterprise-oriented, Rich Internet Applications with Adobe Flex, including PureMVC,
Mate and Clear Toolkit, Cairngorm is the only one officially endorsed by Adobe
itself (see [3])

Cairngorm is an open source architectural framework for building applica-
tions using several design patterns such as Model View Controller (MVC), Com-
mand, and Delegate.

The data flow diagram between the architectural components of a Cairn-
gorm based application is shown in Figure 2. Whenever the user interacts with
the graphical interface of the application, Cairngorm layers dispatch a chain of
events and commands to manage that interaction, starting from the View layer.
This layer’s role is to fire events and bind its components to the data stored in
the Model. The values and states of these components are usually modeled with
Value Objects and other attributes of the Model layer. For example, when the
user clicks a button in the View layer, an event is dispatched, and that event
is caught by the FrontController. This layer knows how to map all application
events to their appropriate actions (Commands) and how to execute each one.
This command execution will instantiate a Delegate object that accesses a cer-
tain service. These delegates become proxy objects that represent and control
the access to remote services (using HTTPService, RemoteObject or WebSer-
vice classes), and when called, will return the result or the fault to the invoker
command. The last step is performed by the Command class, that will update
the data in the model (typically, setting values in a collection of value objects).
This, in turn, will update the widgets of the View layer binded to the variables
that have changed in the model.
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6 Migrating from Flex to HTML5

Our initial Flex application followed the architecture scheme of Figure 3. Two
main parts are depicted: the Cairngorm based microarchitecture and the pre-
sentation layer which has two inner submodules, namely the View Component
formed by MXML files and the Presentation Model, advocated for removing state
and logic (both programmed in ActionScript) from MXML view components.

6.1 Migrating from Flex to HTML5: the client side

Our first migration proposal is focused in the Presentation Layer. In the follow-
ing sections we will explain that the View Component can be easily translated
to an HTML5+CSS3 design although the Presentation Model can be more prob-
lematic. Indeed, a combination of HTML5 + CSS3 + JavaScript events is needed
to solve the translation. This implementation will be tightly coupled to a tailor
made JavaScript based Cairngorm implementation. This has been done mim-
icking all the generic classes and interfaces that form the microarchitecture of
Cairngorm to build a Cairngorm.js file. Once the JS microarchitecture is ready,
all the AS and Flex code that uses it also ought to be translated to Javascript, in
this case, forming a babelium.js file. There will sit all the specific Events, Com-
mands and Delegates that implement the interfaces provided by Cairngorm.js.
The similarities between the original ActionScript (AS) code of Babelium and
the resulting JavaScript code, as seen in Figure 4 and Figure 5, help the devel-
opers to smooth the transition to HTML5.

Fig. 2: Data flow between architectural components of Cairngorm framework
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Fig. 3: Main blocks of a Cairgorm based application architecture

Between Cairngorm.js and babelium.js, we ended up having a great amount
of JS classes. That hinted us to use a JavaScript optimizer to help us reducing the
size of the application, hence, optimizing the user experience. Google’s Closure
([4]) Compiler has proved to be a great solution for this task and compared to the
other most used JavaScript optimizer tool, Yahoo’s YUI Compressor, Closure
has shown better compression rates (as seen in [5] and [6].)

It is also worth mentioning, as seen in Figure 5, the use of HTML5 specifica-
tion’s history.pushState() method, which allows to add entries to the history
object of the browser. This way the user can navigate back and forth between
the application’s modules using the browser’s Back and Forward buttons even
though these modules have been loaded dynamically using AJAX calls.

6.2 Migrating from Flex to HTML5. Server Side

Internally, Flex based applications generally use the binary AMF format to com-
municate with the server. While there is one implementation of an AMF manager
in JavaScript ([2]) it is incomplete and less efficient than not using AMF at all
(the point of using AMF is to increase the communication performance). Hence,
we decided to call the web services offered by the Babelium RPC API directly
instead.

In order to replicate the main characteristics of a Flash based RIA, namely
performance, responsiveness, and interactivity, it is paramount to allow (when
possible) the use of asynchronous calls to render the presentation layer. To do
that, first we have modularized our application in modules and widgets. Each
section of Babelium (Practice, Evaluation, Subtitiling) forms a module. And
each module is built by the combination of some widgets. By instance, the Eval-
uation module has widgets for showing responses of other users that have not
been evaluated yet, responses the current user already evaluated and responses
evaluated to the current user. This way, our application will first ask the server
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Fig. 4: Excerpt of Babelium’s original ActionScript vs. translated Javascript (Event
class)

Fig. 5: Excerpt of Babelium’s original ActionScript vs. translated Javascript (Com-
mand class)
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to get the whole module (evaluation module) and then, whenever the user clicks
on a specific tab (“Responses awaiting evaluation”), an event will trigger an
asynchronous request to get the specific widget, and only that, without reload-
ing the page. Following the same example, the list of specific responses will be
asked using Babelium’s RPC API. Figure 6 depicts this explanation also showing
two main entry-points to the server infrastructure, one for retrieving full mod-
ules and specific widgets along with their data (bridge.php) and another one for
retrieving data (api/rest.php). There is one more issue related to where do we

Fig. 6: Modules and widgets are served through the use of a REST API

save and manage the HTML layout in the server. This is done through the use
of Smarty ([14]), a library that allows the creation of HTML templates that are
imported and used in PHP scripts to ease the process of web page design. While
allowing the presentation of a web page to change separately from the back-end,
Smarty is also useful for caching pages, thus allowing to increase the web server’s
performance.

Finally, Figure 7 summarizes the main blocks of our proposal to translate a
Cairngorm based RIA to an almost fully HTML5 compliant application.

7 The need for Flash widgets

As of today, a full translation to HTML5 of a multimedia application such as
BabeliumProject is not possible because there are some shortcomings related to
HTML5 device access APIs. Indeed, even though the W3C specification defines a
way to access both webcam and microphone devices using Javascript ([19], [17]),
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Fig. 7: Mapping of a Cairngorm based Flex RIA’s blocks to HTML5

and beta versions of both Chrome and Opera have implemented that draft to a
certain degree, it is not fully implemented in the stable version of any browser. In
these cases, developers must seek a compromise between what is wanted (a full
HTML5 version of a multimedia RIA) and what is available (only Flash/Flex
and other plugin-based solutions offer webcam and audio support).

In order to maximize the decouple of the inevitable use of a plugin-based
widget (in our case, a Flex based widget) from the rest of the HTML5 applica-
tion, we propose to wrap the Flex widget using an HTML <object> tag and to
communicate each other using the ExternalInterface API.

7.1 HTML5 and Flex widgets integration

In Flash 8, Adobe included an official API to enable integration between a Flash
application and the browser called the “ExternalInterface API”. The API consists
of two main functions: the addCallback() function that exposes an ActionScript
function to the Javascript code, and the call() function to invoke JavaScript
functions from ActionScript. BabeliumProject has used both functions to wrap
a Flex widget inside an HTML5 page. This way, the use of a plugin-based wid-
get is constrained to a minimal SWF file that allows to capture webcam’s and
microphone’s signals. Should the WebRTC initiative finalize its implementation,
it will be an easy task to replace it by a purely HTML widget.
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8 Conclusions

HTML5 has proved to be a real alternative to RIA development. The HTML5
specification is still a work in progress but there are already a lot of features
implemented by major browsers, not only in the desktop but also in the mobile
arena (smartphones, tablets, netbooks). Even a pioneering company in the RIA
market like Adobe has acknowledged that the future of RIA development is tied
to HTML5, signaling web engineers and developers the way to go. Today there
are a lot of web applications requiring a plugin to work properly (namely Flash,
Silverlight or JavaFX plugins). These plugins are in many cases unavailable for
some smartphone operating systems or consume too much resources (specially
CPU) for the hardware of these phones. So there is a real need to migrate
some RIA applications from plugin-required solutions to HTML5 applications.
In this paper we analyze a real case of migrating a Flex application that uses
an architectural framework called Cairngorm. Flex is in turn an application
framework for ActionScript developers.

We have shown that there are already some third party applications with
the aim of helping the developer in the automatic translation from ActionScript
to Javascript. In the future, it would be interesting to use these applications to
produce Javascript translations of the same source code (Cairngorm classes) and
compare the results between each other and with our tailor-made solution, but as
of today none of the solutions take advantage of the fact that Flex applications
might be written using an architectural framework. In those cases, we advocate
for the idea that it will be very interesting and useful to have a similar frame-
work already translated to HTML5, easing the process of the migration for the
developers. As an example, we have shown a JavaScript implementation of the
Cairngorm framework that has allowed us to migrate the Babelium application
following its original architecture in a fast way.

There have been some issues in the migration of the code related to webcam
and microphone access due to the fact that support for HTML5 is yet a work in
progress. On those cases we advocate for wrapping a minimal Flash widget that
implements currently unsupported HTML5 features and communicates with the
rest of the application through the use of a Javascript API. This way it will
be easy to replace the Flash widget when, in the near future, major browsers
implement those features.
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Resumen Un wrapper es un sistema automático que permite navegar,
extraer, estructurar y verificar información proveniente de la Web. Una
de las tareas más importantes dentro de este campo es la verificación
automática de la información proveniente de esta fuente de datos semi-
estructurados. En la literatura existen distintas técnicas que intentan
solucionar este problema. En este trabajo, presentamos una nueva pro-
puesta que hace uso de los algoritmos de optimización basados en colonias
de hormigas. De los distintos algoritmos de colonias de hormigas exis-
tentes, usaremos el denominado Best-Worst Ant System que ya ha sido
usado en diversos problemas de optimización alcanzando unos resulta-
dos bastante prometedores. Realizaremos un análisis no paramétrico del
comportamiento de nuestra propuesta y la compararemos con las téc-
nicas de verificación ya existentes. Para hacer este estudio utilizaremos
diversas bases de datos reales. Los resultados obtenidos nos permiten
confirmar el buen rendimiento que presenta nuestra propuesta frente a
los métodos tradicionales aplicados.

1. Introducción

En los últimos años la Web se ha convertido en la principal fuente de infor-
mación, millones de islas amigables de datos proporcionan información mediante
interfaces vistosas y de fácil uso por parte de los usuarios. En cambio, estas is-
las son difíciles de integrar dentro de un proceso automático de negocio ya que
raramente proporcionan una interfaz de programación que nos permita obtener
una visión estructurada de la información que éstas contienen.

Si queremos automatizar este proceso de integración tenemos que usar wrap-
pers. Un wrapper es un sistema que proporciona una interfaz de programación
para estas islas emulando la interacción que un usuario tendría con ellas. En [9]
se muestra una visión global del marco de trabajo para el desarrollo de wrappers
basado en la literatura especializada. Este marco de trabajo se divide en tres
grandes fases: gestor de formularios, navegador y extractor de información. Des-
graciadamente, ninguno de estos elementos está al 100% libre de errores ya que
la Web es, por definición, un ente dinámico que sufre habitualmente cambios en
sus formularios de búsqueda o en sus diseños.
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